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IEEE SA CONTRIBUTORS COLLECTION OVERVIEW

IEEE SA Contributor Collection is a free, publicly accessible platform dedicated to publishing the documents contributed by participants during the development of IEEE standards.

- Contributions may be different types of documents ranging from pure research to technical analysis, complete technical specifications and use cases.
- These Contributions may or may not be directly implemented or referenced in the final standard.
- Contributions should be previously submitted to a Standards Project, or will be submitted to a Standards Project when uploaded to the Contributors Collection.
- The contribution submitted will be discoverable, accessible and searchable via the Contributors Collection.
- The Contributor will be provided with a referenceable, permanent link that points to your contribution.
WHO CAN CONTRIBUTE?

Any IEEE SA Working Group participant who wants to provide a referenceable document that is available to the general public may upload documents to the platform.

- Submitted documents must be created by the contributor, cannot contain material taken from or owned by another source unless documented permission is provided to IEEE SA that permits publication under the selected Creative Commons license.
- The documents are vetted for plagiarism and appropriateness prior to acceptance on the platform.
There are four types of Creative Commons (CC) licenses that contributors can select as part of their submission:

- **CC BY 4.0 (Attribution only)** allows others to copy, reuse, adapt, and build upon your work, including for commercial purposes, as long as the content is attributed to you.

- **CC BY-SA 4.0 (Attribution-ShareAlike)** allows others to copy, reuse, adapt, and build upon your work, including for commercial purposes, as long as the content is attributed to you and the adapted work is distributed under the same license as the original.

- **CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 (Attribution-Noncommercial-ShareAlike)** allows others to copy, reuse, adapt, and build upon your work for non-commercial purposes, as long as the content is attributed to you and the adapted work is distributed under the same license as the original.

- **CC0 1.0 (Public Domain Dedication)** allows others to copy, reuse, adapt, and build upon your work for any purpose without attribution; all your rights in the work are waived and the work is dedicated to the public domain.
Reference Material

- IEEE SA Contributors Collection,
- Submit your documents to the IEEE SA Collaborators Collection.
- Submission Guidelines
- Frequently Asked Questions
QUESTIONS